
 

  AZAAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

Grade - I    Activity Sheet- XIII                Subject-E.V.S 

Name: ___________________________________Class: ________   Sec: _______ 

LESSON NO:13.WAYS I TRAVEL. 

I. Fill in the blanks with the correct options given in the brackets.  

1. The ___________ is used to carry sick people to the hospital in case of 

emergency.  ( Scooter / Ambulance)  

2. The ___________ is used by fireman to travel to the places where fire 

needs to be put off. (Bus / Fire engine)  

3. ____________ makes a lot of noise. (Cycle / Car)  

4. Tongas and bullock carts are moved by ______________. (animals/ 

engines) 

5. The most important part of a vehicle is an ____________.  ( Wings 

/Engine)  

  

II. Circle the vehicles which do not give out smoke.  

  

  

                                   

  

                                       

  

 

 

 



 

III. Draw a vehicle that we use in air/water.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. Identify the mode of transport and write ‘A’ for Air transport, ‘W’ 

for water transport and ‘L’ for Land transport.  

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

  

 



 

  AZAAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

Grade - I    Activity Sheet- XIV                Subject-E.V.S 

Name: ___________________________________Class: ________   Sec: _______ 

LESSON NO:14.THE EARLIEST PEOPLE. 

I. Name the following. 

1. Early humans lived in        -      C  ____  ____  E 

2. Early humans wore dresses made of       -      L  E  ____  V  ____  S 

3. Early humans ate food          -    _____   A   W 

4. Early humans made fire with                   -       S  ____  O  ____  ____  S  

5. Wheels were used to make                     -     P  ___  T  ___   

II. Match the following. 

 

1. Place where early humans lived                                    

 

2. Used to make fire                                              

 

3. Tools used for hunting                                               

 

4. Use to protect humans from wild animals                     

 

 



 

III. Choose the correct answer for the following. 

1. Early humans lived on __.        ( ) 

a. trees                                         b. houses                                 

2. Early humans moved from one place to another in search of __ .    ( ) 

a. Food                                         b. cloths  

3. They used tools made out of __.       ( ) 

a. stones                                       b . Metal 

4. Early humans used fire for ___.       ( ) 

a . Cooking                                   b. finding food 

 

IV. Colour the following picture of early human.  

 

 


